
Block Read
Block Reading

The next step is to read some data from the oscilloscope. This is done in a few steps:

• Connect the device as before
• Set up the reading channels
• Determine a timebase for readings
• Set device to take a number of readings into it’s internal memory
• Copy the readings from the device to the computer memory for processing

This will expand upon the device_info.py file from before. It may be a good idea to duplicate the file to a
new name.

As before, our current program is

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

. . .which when run, prints out the device information.

Creating Reading Channels

To set the reading channels, the ps2000_set_channelmethod will be utilised. ps2000_set_channel
takes 5 arguments:

• The handle of the device
• The ID of the channel to use
• Whether to activate the channel or deactivate it
• Whether to use AC or DC coupling
• The range to measure in

Most of these are specified as enums, which can be imported from the PicoSDK. From the PicoScope 2000
Series Programmer’s Guide, the following enum values apply here:
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Additionally, there is an enum for whether to use AC or DC coupling.

These can be imported from twodifferent places. The channel enumcanbe found inpicosdk.PicoDeviceEnums.picoEnum,
and the potential ranges can be found in picosdk.ps2000.ps2000.

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
from picosdk.PicoDeviceEnums import picoEnum

picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'] == 0
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_B'] == 1
# etc..

picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_AC'] == 0
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'] == 1

ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_20MV'] == 1
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'] == 2
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_100MV'] == 3
# etc..

(note: PS2000_20MV is millivolts and not megavolts, but due to programming standards, the capitalised
form of MV is chosen instead of mV)

Now, these can be used with the ps2000_set_channelmethod to set up oscilloscope channels for reading.

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
from picosdk.functions import assert_pico2000_ok
from picosdk.PicoDeviceEnums import picoEnum

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))
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res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

ps2000_set_channel is called at the bottom, and res holds the returned value. This returned
value is passed into assert_pico2000_ok (imported with from picosdk.functions import
assert_pico2000_ok). This call is important, as it checks whether the operation failed or not (although
with these parameters, this call shouldn’t fail).

Selecting a Timebase

Each oscilloscope supports a certain number of timebases, and one must be selected before reading can
begin. The procedure to select a timebase is to start at timebase of 0 (the shortest possible timebase), and
to then gradually increase the timebase until the values returned by the oscilloscope are suitable.

Since this procedure is so important, it is worth writing it as a separate function, which will be called
get_timebase.

Inside get_timebase, we must use the PicoSDK function ps2000_get_timebase. This function takes 7
arguments, although 3 of these are references that are used to return additional data:

• The handle of the device
• The ‘timebase code’: a number from 0 to the maximum (dependent on model), where 0 is the shortest
timebase and each number higher is double the length

• The number of samples you wish to recover
• A reference to return the time interval (in nanoseconds) of readings on this timebase
• A reference to return the standard unit of readings on this timebase
• The amount to ‘oversample’: this will combine multiple samples into one if the sample rate is lower
than the maximum

• A reference to return the maximum number of samples that can be taken from the scope with this
timebase code

Of these, the parameters that are filled out by us are the timebase code, the sample count, and the oversam-
pling amount. For oversampling and sample count, we will define 2 constants. This makes them easy to
modify in the future if needed. Overall, a single call to this function will then appear as follows:

from ctypes import byref, c_int16, c_int32

SAMPLES = 2000
OVERSAMPLING = 1

...
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current_timebase = 0

time_interval = c_int32(0)
time_units = c_int16()
max_samples = c_int32()

res = ps2000.ps2000_get_timebase(
device.handle,
current_timebase,
SAMPLES,
byref(time_interval),
byref(time_units),
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(max_samples)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

The ctypes module is imported to expose the byref functions, and the C primitives of c_int16 and
c_int32. These are used for compatibility between the underlying C API and the Python API. byref has
the effect of passing a reference, so that if the function modifies the value, the modification will be reflected
in our higher level code.

In this example, the values are just retrieved for a timebase of 0. However, what we really want to achieve is
to find a timebase appropriate for our use case. To do this, a loop is used to increment current_timebase
until the time_interval is acceptable.

from ctypes import byref, c_int16, c_int32

...

# the desired time interval in ns (= 100us)
wanted_time_interval = 100_000
current_timebase = 0

time_interval = c_int32(0)
time_units = c_int16()
max_samples = c_int32()

while ps2000.ps2000_get_timebase(
device.handle,
current_timebase,
SAMPLES,
byref(time_interval),
byref(time_units),
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(max_samples)) == 0 \
or time_interval.value < wanted_time_interval:
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current_timebase += 1

This increases the timebase being tested until the time interval exceeds the desired interval and the
get_timebase function doesn’t fail. It is then a case of returning the timebase codes found to the program.
This can be nicely turned into a function.

def get_timebase(device, wanted_time_interval):
current_timebase = 1

old_time_interval = None
time_interval = c_int32(0)
time_units = c_int16()
max_samples = c_int32()

while ps2000.ps2000_get_timebase(
device.handle,
current_timebase,
SAMPLES,
byref(time_interval),
byref(time_units),
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(max_samples)) == 0 \
or time_interval.value < wanted_time_interval:

current_timebase += 1
old_time_interval = time_interval.value

if current_timebase.bit_length() > sizeof(c_int16) * 8:
raise Exception('No appropriate timebase was identifiable')

return current_timebase - 1, old_time_interval

There are a few of modifications in the function to the version above. For one, the base current_timebase
is increased from 0 to 1. This is to ensure that current_timebase - 1 will always be greater than 0.

The second is the if statement in the loop. This is a small technical detail; the timebase parameter is
16-bit, so if the entire range of 16-bit numbers is searched to no avail, the function should fail.

The final is the old_time_interval variable. This tracks the interval of the previous run, so that it can be
returned. This is important in interpreting the output later.

This can now be used to get a timebase and the respective interval in nanoseconds.

from ctypes import byref, c_int16, c_int32, sizeof

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
from picosdk.functions import assert_pico2000_ok
from picosdk.PicoDeviceEnums import picoEnum
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SAMPLES = 2000
OVERSAMPLING = 1

def get_timebase(device, wanted_time_interval):
current_timebase = 1

time_interval = c_int32(0)
time_units = c_int16()
max_samples = c_int32()

while ps2000.ps2000_get_timebase(
device.handle,
current_timebase,
SAMPLES,
byref(time_interval),
byref(time_units),
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(max_samples)) == 0 \
or time_interval.value < wanted_time_interval:

current_timebase += 1

if current_timebase.bit_length() > sizeof(c_int16) * 8:
raise Exception('No appropriate timebase was identifiable')

return current_timebase - 1, current_timebase

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 100_000)
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Recording Data

To take a block reading, the function ps2000_run_block is used. This function takes 5 parameters, with 1
being a reference to output information.

• The handle of the device
• The number of samples to capture (2000 as before)
• The timebase code used (timebase_a)
• The oversampling to use (1 as before)
• A reference to return an approximate time that the oscilloscope will take to take these samples

Similar to the ps2000_get_timebase function, this will be called like so:

collection_time = c_int32()

res = ps2000.ps2000_run_block(
device.handle,
SAMPLES,
timebase_a,
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(collection_time)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

ps2000_run_block runs asynchronously, so then we must poll the oscilloscope to check when it is done
collecting data. The way to achieve this is to use the ps2000_ready function in a loop.

from time import sleep

while ps2000.ps2000_ready(device.handle) == 0:
sleep(0.1)

This will repeatedly check whether the oscilloscope is done, checking every 100ms.

All together, this looks like:

from ctypes import byref, c_int16, c_int32, sizeof
from time import sleep

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
from picosdk.functions import assert_pico2000_ok
from picosdk.PicoDeviceEnums import picoEnum

def get_timebase(device, wanted_time_interval):
...

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))
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res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 100_000)

collection_time = c_int32()

res = ps2000.ps2000_run_block(
device.handle,
SAMPLES,
timebase_a,
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(collection_time)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

while ps2000.ps2000_ready(device.handle) == 0:
sleep(0.1)

Copying Readings from Oscilloscope

The next step is to copy the readings from the oscilloscope, and process them as desired. To copy the read-
ings, the function ps2000_get_values is used. ps2000_get_times_and_values takes 9 parameters,
although 4 are references for returning information:

• The device handle
• 1 buffer for storing the times that each reading was taken at

• 4 buffers, one for each channel to read from (set to None if not in use)
• A byte to denote any overflows that may have occurred
• An enum value representing the time unit to use (using 2 for nanoseconds)

• The number of data points to retrieve (2000 as before)

ctypes uses the multiplication operator to allocate byte arrays. We will also use the c_byte type to store
the overflows.

times = (c_int32 * SAMPLES)()

buffer_a = (c_int16 * SAMPLES)()
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overflow = c_byte(0)

res = ps2000.ps2000_get_values(
device.handle,
byref(times),
byref(buffer_a),
None,
None,
None,
byref(overflow),
2,
SAMPLES,

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

This will store the data points from the configured channel (A) into buffer_a (to use channel B too, create
another byte buffer and pass it to the second parameter). To determine any overflows, a bitmask can be
applied to the overflow byte. For example, in a case of no overflows, the byte will appear as 0000 0000. In
the case of a channel A overflow, the LSB will be flipped to 1, making it 0000 0001. So by applying an &
bitmask, the individual overflows can be found.

overflow = c_byte(0)

...

channel_a_overflow = (overflow.value & 0b0000_0001) != 0
channel_b_overflow = (overflow.value & 0b0000_0010) != 0

It is important to now stop the oscilloscope.

from ctypes import byref, c_byte, c_int16, c_int32, sizeof
from time import sleep

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
from picosdk.functions import assert_pico2000_ok
from picosdk.PicoDeviceEnums import picoEnum

def get_timebase(device, wanted_time_interval):
...

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
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device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 10_000)

collection_time = c_int32()

res = ps2000.ps2000_run_block(
device.handle,
SAMPLES,
timebase_a,
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(collection_time)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

while ps2000.ps2000_ready(device.handle) == 0:
sleep(0.1)

times = (c_int32 * SAMPLES)()

buffer_a = (c_int16 * SAMPLES)()

overflow = c_byte(0)

res = ps2000.ps2000_get_times_and_values(
device.handle,
byref(times),
byref(buffer_a),
None,
None,
None,
byref(overflow),
2,
SAMPLES,

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

channel_a_overflow = (overflow.value & 0b0000_0001) != 0
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ps2000.ps2000_stop(device.handle)

Converting the Data to Usable Formats

The data should now be converted into a usable format. The oscilloscope will return data as ADC values,
which range from -32767 to +32767. These need to be converted into volts to be meaningful to the reader.
Fortunately, PicoSDK provides a function to do this, called adc2mV, in picosdk.functions. This function
will accept the buffer_a, and output a list of equivalent values in mV

from picosdk.functions import adc2mV

channel_a_mv = adc2mV(
buffer_a,
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],
c_int16(32767)

)

The second parameter must match the potential range selected earlier on.

Visualising Data with Matplotlib

The final step here is to visualise the data using some form of chart. The ideal choice here is a plot. To do
this, the module Matplotlib will be used.

Matplotlib contains a module called pyplot. This module has a number of useful tools for plotting data.
The module is imported, then the function subplots is used to create a new figure:
import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.set_xlabel('time/ns')
ax.set_ylabel('voltage/mV')
ax.plot(times[:], channel_a_mv[:])

Then, finally, to display the figure, use plt.show().

plt.show()

(note: if this produces an error Matplotlib is currently using agg, which is a non-GUI
backend, so cannot show the figure, you should install pyqt5 via PIP)

The final code is:

from ctypes import byref, c_byte, c_int16, c_int32, sizeof
from time import sleep

from picosdk.ps2000 import ps2000
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from picosdk.functions import assert_pico2000_ok, adc2mV
from picosdk.PicoDeviceEnums import picoEnum

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

SAMPLES = 2000
OVERSAMPLING = 1

def get_timebase(device, wanted_time_interval):
current_timebase = 1

old_time_interval = None
time_interval = c_int32(0)
time_units = c_int16()
max_samples = c_int32()

while ps2000.ps2000_get_timebase(
device.handle,
current_timebase,
2000,
byref(time_interval),
byref(time_units),
1,
byref(max_samples)) == 0 \
or time_interval.value < wanted_time_interval:

current_timebase += 1
old_time_interval = time_interval.value

if current_timebase.bit_length() > sizeof(c_int16) * 8:
raise Exception('No appropriate timebase was identifiable')

return current_timebase - 1, old_time_interval

with ps2000.open_unit() as device:
print('Device info: {}'.format(device.info))

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_A'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
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ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],
)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

timebase_a, interval = get_timebase(device, 10_000)

collection_time = c_int32()

res = ps2000.ps2000_run_block(
device.handle,
SAMPLES,
timebase_a,
OVERSAMPLING,
byref(collection_time)

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

while ps2000.ps2000_ready(device.handle) == 0:
sleep(0.1)

times = (c_int32 * SAMPLES)()

buffer_a = (c_int16 * SAMPLES)()

overflow = c_byte(0)

res = ps2000.ps2000_get_times_and_values(
device.handle,
byref(times),
byref(buffer_a),
None,
None,
None,
byref(overflow),
2,
SAMPLES,

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

channel_a_overflow = (overflow.value & 0b0000_0001) != 0

ps2000.ps2000_stop(device.handle)

channel_a_mv = adc2mV(
buffer_a,
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ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],
c_int16(32767)

)

fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.set_xlabel('time/ms')
ax.set_ylabel('voltage/mV')
ax.plot(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), channel_a_mv[:])

plt.show()

This should produce a plot like so:
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There are a few improvements that can be made, for example changing the axes unit from nanoseconds to
milliseconds. This can be done by mapping over the times with a multiplier of 1e-6.
...

ax.plot(list(map(lambda x: x * 1e-6, times[:])), channel_a_mv[:])
...

To reduce the blockiness of the plot, the potential range can be reduced, or place the probes near higher
readings.

To get the following plot, I modified the times by multiplying by 1e-6 to convert to milliseconds, and placed
the probe near to an ethernet cable:

Do note though, that if your potential range is too low, you can end up with overflows. In the following image,
the voltage reading created an overflow between the times of 44ms and 60ms
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The presence of an overflow can be identified with the channel overflow variables that we defined. Using
Axes.text and this variable, the plot can be annotated to indicate the error.
...

if channel_a_overflow:
ax.text(0.01, 0.01, 'Overflow present', color='red', transform=ax.transAxes)

plt.show()
...
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Reading From Additional Channels

The PicoScope 2000 Series oscilloscopes have more than one channel available to the user, and these
channels can be used simultaneously to read data. To do this, a second call to set_channel is required for
the second channel.

res = ps2000.ps2000_set_channel(
device.handle,
picoEnum.PICO_CHANNEL['PICO_CHANNEL_B'],
True,
picoEnum.PICO_COUPLING['PICO_DC'],
ps2000.PS2000_VOLTAGE_RANGE['PS2000_50MV'],
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)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

Then, to get the readings from the second channel, a new buffer needs to be created and passed by reference
into the get_times_and_values function.

buffer_a = (c_int16 * SAMPLES)()
buffer_b = (c_int16 * SAMPLES)()

overflow = c_byte(0)

res = ps2000.ps2000_get_times_and_values(
device.handle,
byref(times),
byref(buffer_a),
byref(buffer_b),
None,
None,
byref(overflow),
2,
SAMPLES,

)
assert_pico2000_ok(res)

Then, the plot code can be repeated for the new buffer_b, to create a second line on the plot.
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